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a cheap copy of The Fairies Return, or New Tales for. book. Originally issued in 1934, The Fairies Return was the first collection of modernist fairy tales. The fairies return or, New tales for old - Several hands - Google Books
And what would an anthology of fairy tales and folklore be without a story about fairies. The volume is completed with the story of DAME PRIDGETT AND THE FAIRIES which carries a warning to all NEVER TRY AND OUTSMART A FAIRY!Â So sit back and enjoy this eclectic volume of fairy tales and folklore and know that in buying this volume you will have also donated to a charity somewhere in the world, for the publisher donates 33% of the net profit from every copy sold to charities. Yesterdays Books Raising Funds For Todays Charities. Table of contents. The Meester Stoorworm. GRIMM TALES FOR YOUNG AND OLD By Philip Pullman Penguin Classics, $40. FAIRYTALES are strange narratives, simple enough in one sense and puzzlingly opaque in another. They have deep and often obscure histories, but they've also been endlessly rewritten by writers who seem to see in them some kind of modern appeal. It is as if the very remoteness of fairytales is the thing that makes us hold them so close. Little Red Riding Hood (Sarah Patterson) in Neil Jordan's retelling of the story, The Company of Wolves. Many of the fairytales we know today came from Charles Perrault's Les C The Fairies Return, or New Tales for Old (1934). Autobiography[edit]. It's Me, O Lord!Â Works by or about A. E. Coppard at Internet Archive. Works by A. E. Coppard at LibriVox (public domain audiobooks). AE Coppard at the Supernatural Fiction Database.